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Abstract

The integrity of digital evidence is believed to be the paramount trait in the
world of cyber forensics. Cybercrime investigators face myriad challenges
in the process similar to accommodating the call for bulk digital evidence. In
due course extraction of useful information while maintaining the integrity and
absolute protection against data degradation is mandatory. In this manuscript,
we propose a novel approach by applying cryptographic hashing technique to
only selected significant portions of the digital evidence, so even if the overall
hash does not match, investigators could still verify the integrity of those crit-
ical sections of the evidence. We put forward two notions in this manuscript;
former is heterogeneous piecewise hashing which is a flexible version of the
piecewise hashing strategy, and latter is a novel evidence certification strategy
which formalizes evidence provability process completely.
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1 Introduction

Forensics examiners work on dozens of evidence every day, and they have
to follow strict procedures for each of them. They have to ensure the admis-
sibility of the analyzed evidence to be presented to the court. Some digital
evidence is very crucial in criminal investigations, and its corruption could
assist dangerous malefactors to escape conviction by law.

One another issue is the lack of standardization in the process of evidence
provability mainly due to the different legislation in each country, and often
forensic investigator’s best practices are questioned during court proceedings.
Further to escape conviction from the law, the defendant often claims the
evidence to be tampered by forensic examiner especially when the used
forensic methods seem unorthodox to the court. This brings us to the question
of the integrity of digital evidence because if an examiner inadvertently creates
a single bit flip in the original evidence, it will be discarded by the court.
Proving the integrity of parts of digital artifacts will be one of the primary
goals in this paper.

Digital Forensic experts perform various hashing techniques to verify the
integrity of any digital objects. They use hashing mainly for two reasons. If
there is even a single bit change in the content, the original hash will also
change. Secondly, it is collision resistance. Integrity is one of the critical
aspects of digital evidence provability, especially with the exponential growth
of the digital data and expanding cybercrimes which result in accumulation
of digital evidence on a daily basis. The governments store these pieces of
evidence while preserving integrity along with other fundamental information
for their admissibility. It is apparent that at some point in time, the process
of maintaining everything will become expensive and impractical. Also,
one should consider the storage devices which preserve these artifacts will
eventually get corrupted due to natural factors like aging. The only practical
solution would be to create an exact backup copy of the original evidence.
The admis-sibility of this copy is still a big problem because the present law
doesn’t apply to the volatile nature of the digital evidence and the court accepts
only the original rather than the true copy of the evidence.

Our research tries to address and propose a solution to the problems
mentioned above. We discuss the digital evidence admissibility and inadmissi-
bility thoroughly along with the leading causes of evidence corruption.
We prescribe (1.) a standard provability procedure for the digital artifacts,
(2.) a novel technique which improves existing piecewise hashing by identi-
fying corrupted and uncorrupted parts of digital objects, (3.) Digital Evidence
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Integrity Certificate (DEIC), a compact representation of all the provability
information.

We structure this proposal in the following way. In Section 2, we describe
the existing forensics process, the various hashing functions and the notion
of digital evidence admissibility. In Section 3 we discuss the probable causes
for digital evidence corruption. In Section 4 we present our method which
improves the existing evidence provability process. In this section, we first
formalize the forensic workflow to ensure admissibility of evidence, and later
we introduce a new sub-hashing strategy called Heterogeneous Piecewise
Hashing. In Section 5, we present our new Digital Evidence Integrity Cer-
tificate (DEIC) which describes the application of our proposed provability
process. In this section, we first formalize the provability process and then
applying our proposal and then concluding with its verification. In the end we
conclude with Sections 6, 7 and 8 with the related works, future works and
conclusions.

2 Digital Forensics Background

2.1 The Digital Forensics Process

According to the Digital Forensics Research Workshop, the digital forensics
process can be divided into several stages [16] (see Figure 1).

• Identification: Assessment of the digital evidence that is useful to
the case. This step includes the preliminary analysis of the technical
instrumentation and procedures needed for the acquisition phase.

• Preservation: Main focus of this stage is to freeze the crime scene
preventing the source from data corruption through physical or software
means.

• Collection: Every device or digital evidence identified must be collected
following a strict methodology to avoid any possible alteration of the
original evidence.

• Extraction: An examination process has to be done on the collected
evidence to identify the artifact for the analysis phase.

• Analysis: The recovered data need to be interpreted and organized in a
logical and structured form and finally draw objectives and conclusion
from it.

• Presentation: All the discoveries from the analysis need to be docu-
mented and summarized as a report [19].
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Figure 1 Benchmarking digital forensic model.

2.2 The Acquisition Procedure

Data acquisition is the act or process of gathering information and evidence
from a digital artifact [10]. During acquisition, the investigator should aim
to preserve the integrity of the evidence as only the original evidence is
admissible in court. Every analysis should be carried out on an exact copy
of the original data which is verifiable through hashing digests. We classify
data acquisition into two main categories. Live Acquisition which is a process
of extracting live, real-time data before shutting down the system thereby
preserving memory, network and process information. Dead Acquisition is
when data retrieved is a nonvolatile source like a storage device where data
remain part of the device after the device has been turned off. The latter has
been the most common and safest form of acquisition in digital forensics.
The Figure 2 demonstrates the steps needed to retrieve data from a storage
device safely. First, the device needs to be connected to a forensics expert’s
machine through a hardware write-block device to avoid the risk of damaging
the original data with unintended writes. Once the setup is ready, make an
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Figure 2 Dead acquisition model.

exact copy of the disk content block by block using a data acquisition tool.
The output of this procedure would be the true copy of the data and its hash
digest.

2.3 Digital Evidence Admissibility

Hashing for integrity checking is one of the common methods to ensure
admissibility in court, but there are other aspects to evidence admissibility
further highlighted below.

2.3.1 Relevance and admissibility
Relevance and admissibility are two crucial aspects considered when collect-
ing and analyzing digital evidence. Both aspects need to be achieved to have
strong evidence in front of the court [20].

• Relevant: If either proves or disprove facts in a case.
• Admissible: If it meets all regulatory and statutory requirements and its

acquisition adheres to the best practices of digital forensics.

2.3.2 Evidence in-admissibility
We summarize the main reasons to evidence inadmissible below.

1. The collection of the evidence has been conducted without the proper
permissions or in general illegally

2. The evidence has been modified unintentionally or intentionally from the
investigators

3. The digital forensics process applied to the evidence cannot be justified
or transparently explained to the court

4. Not tracking the custody of the evidence or some parts of it have been
missing.
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2.3.3 Ensure admissibility
Now that we have pointed the potentials inadmissibility reasons, to avoid them
we consider the following solutions:

1. Legal Considerations: The investigator needs to have granted the
permission from the law enforcement to conduct an investigation.

2. Integrity provability: The investigator needs to follow some best prac-
tice procedure to avoid any modification of the original data 2.2. The
integrity of the evidence can be proved to compute a mathematical
hashing of the original evidence immediately after acquisition.

3. Forensics process explainability: The investigator needs to be able to
justify and explain the forensic procedures. Most importantly, the results
need to reproducible.

4. Chain of custody: This documentation includes every movement and
procedure applied to evidence from the time its acquisition to submission
courtroom.

2.4 Digital Evidence Types

Digital evidence - Information and data of value to an investigation stored on,
received or transmitted by an electronic device [6, 8]. This digital evidence
is acquired when the law enforcement confiscates the digital equipment and
performs forensic examination over it. There are four properties of any digital
evidence [9]:

• The information is not openly available and hence needs to be extracted
• Its moves jurisdictional borders quickly
• It could be easily contaminated or destroyed
• It is time sensitive thus, evidence which is crucial to an investigation

today, may not have any relevance later.

Although there are many sources [36] of digital evidence, for this proposal we
wish to focus on digital evidence categories: memory/disk images and media
types (audio, video, and pictures) are the types of digital artifacts acquired
during forensic investigations.

3 Identifying Causes of Evidence Corruption

Data corruption refers to phenomenon of causing unintended changes to the
original data when it undergoes operations like writing, reading, storage,
transmission, and processing, i.e., when a corrupted file is fed into a system
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or to a related application for processing, it could result in unexpected
outcomes like system crashing, application malfunction or file corruption.
Aforementioned is the description of data corruption in a general sense, but our
focus is on understanding, its relevance concerning a forensic investigation.
Wikipedia defines digital forensics as the data stored or transmitted using a
computer or related device or media that supports or refutes a legal element
or a requirement. We discuss the principal causes of data corruption in digital
forensics [7].

• Negligent Spoliation: This kind of corruption appears due to the negli-
gence of the forensic officers-in-charge. Officers with good knowledge of
computer and electronics sometimes don’t attend the initial investigation
at the scene of the crime. Moreover, the officers investigating the initial
crime-scene are sometimes technically incompetent, and they might
overlook or unwittingly contaminated the electronic evidence.

• Intentional Spoliation: During forensic investigations, the pieces of
evidence are possibly altered by criminals to disprove its integrity in
court. Although, if the defendant is found to be guilty of evidence
destruction, he/she is subject to incarceration or fine. Such intentional
spoliation is referred to court as ”spoliation inference” which is a negative
evidential inference drawn by the judge when the party is found guilty
of evidence spoliation relevant to the ongoing investigation.

• Static Electricity: This corruption is the result of improper storage of
the evidence. ESD (electrostatic discharge) occurs when the charge from
hand or metals finds a path of least resistance and affects the digital
evidence. Therefore, practitioners usually preserve the integrity of an
electronic artifact by storing them in anti-static bags. Each of these
antistatic bags has a unique identification number, also recorded in the
chain of custody document.

• Data Degradation: Data decay or data rot is due to the gradual corruption
of digital evidence. Every digital storage device has a lifetime, and
gradually due to the accumulation of hardware failures, data containing
get corrupted eventually. Although most high-end disk drives [4] suffer
only a few unrecoverable errors, however with growing disk capacity and
larger file sizes, the chance of data decay and other forms of uncorrected
and undetected data corruption could gradually increase.

• In-different priorities of incident response and computer forensics
teams: In the event of cybercrime in organizations, two teams rush to the
crime-scene, the incident-response team, and the cyber forensic team.
The incident response focuses on getting the cyber-criminals out of their
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network and bringing the system back online quickly whereas forensic
investigators try to preserve the evidence and find the traces left by the
attackers. Most often, incident response, in their haste to bring the system
back online, destroy and compromise evidence which could have helped
the forensic investigators to identify the attackers [34].

• Booby-traps in Digital Evidence: Booby-trap is a software, device, a
configuration of the device or the combination of all of them intended to
destroy the target which could be a file, device, hard-disk or only to make
the forensic procedure difficult [23]. Criminals use various proximity
sensors, and tags as anti-forensic measures for creating a booby-trap,
e.g., a hard-disk seized for forensic investigation triggered a software
booby-trap which encrypted the entire volume [24].

4 Proposed Evidence Provability Process

In this section we first introduce heterogeneous piecewise hashing, a new
technique to improve the integrity checking in digital evidence. Secondly, we
propose a Digital Evidence Integrity Certificate (DEIC), a single document
which summarizes all the information needed to prove the integrity of evidence
and finally, we formalize the digital forensics process to ensure digital evidence
provability.

Our proposed evidence provability process addresses the following
aspects:

• The authenticity of the original evidence
• The validation of the analysis procedure
• The traceability of the original evidence from its retrieval
• The Integrity of the original evidence from its retrieval.

4.1 Flexible Piecewise Hashing

Piecewise Hashing was a hashing strategy first invented by Nick Harbour [12].
The definition of what piecewise hashing (PWH) is:

Given a message m, a bits string of length n, a robust cryptographic hash-
ing algorithm fh(m); piecewise hashing the technique breaks the message m
into block of length n such that, N = m/n where N is the number of blocks
in message m.

i < mi < N (1)

d = fh(mi) (2)
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Piecewise hashing can be approached in two different ways:

• Homogeneous: The message is divided into blocks of equal size i.e.
mi = mj and for each of them a hash digest is computed

• Heterogeneous: The message is divided into blocks of flexible size i.e
mi! = mj and for each of them a hash digest is computed.

The homogeneous PWH is the most straightforward approach where only
the base block size is needed, and integrity of any block is verifiable
easily. The only disadvantage is non-scalability as large messages have
a more considerable number of the hash values which results in a stor-
age problem. With the heterogeneous PWH, we need more information to
reconstruct the hash values, namely the block interval pairs (block start,
block end ) but the benefit to this approach is to be able to identify and
hash only the critical sections of a message which would save storage
space.

5 Evidence Integrity Certificate (DEIC)

The Digital Evidence Integrity Certificate (DEIC) is our attempt to have a
compact representation of all the integrity information related to any digital
evidence in a single document, which proves its authenticity. The DEIC
includes (1.) the context information related to the evidence and (2.) the
digital signature of the certificate from the inspector.

A DIEC is structured as follows:

• Evidence type: Disk image, Audio, Video, Image file. Many more types
may be added to this list

• Context-information:

• When is the evidence found
• How it is collected
• Who is involved
• Where it was found
• External conditions
• Internal conditions.

• Hashing strategy: Single hash, homogeneous or heterogeneous PWH
• Hashing metadata: This comprehends the hashing algorithm type, in

case of homogeneous PWH, block size, number of blocks, in case of
heterogeneous PWH blocks intervals
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• Hash values list: Contains the complete hash value of the evidence (if
this one is verified as correct there is no need to check the single blocks)
and the list of the sub-blocks hash digests

• Investigator Sign: The certificate needs to be signed by the investigator
responsible for the evidence for example with his PGP private key.

5.1 Formalizing the Provability Process

In this section, we formalize the steps that an investigator needs to follow to
ensure the provability of evidence in court. It is important to keep track the
information below:

• The context information during the evidence retrieval
• The evidence chain of custody
• The analysis process step by step
• The integrity of the original evidence.

The Figure 3 summarizes the necessary steps to follow to ensure complete
evidence provability in front of the court. We inserted a flexible piecewise
hashing approach to improve the reliability of the evidence integrity validation
and the DEIC to have a compact document with all the integrity-related
information.

We define a critical section of evidence which identifies the essential
artifacts that support the cause of the investigation. For instance, in a disk
image, a critical section consists of the sectors that contain the significant
evidence files found during the analysis or in video evidence, the specific
interval of frames that include crucial information.

While collecting digital evidence, the forensic investigator should docu-
ment the context information described in the DEIC section. Since one cannot
apply a hashing strategy before identifying the critical parts of the evidence,
the first step is to ensure integrity is to compute the complete hash of the
original evidence at the acquisition itself. Then evidence is then analyzed by
the cyber-forensics expert where all the analysis step are documented, and
forensic expert makes sure those steps are reproducible by a third party also.
The investigator then identifies the critical sections of the evidence and finally
create as an integrity proof, the DEIC which is digitally signed by him. The
last step that we suggest is the refreshing of the evidence: as highlighted in
the Section 3 because aging is a big issue for digital evidence and piecewise
integrity check is not useful if data corruption is widespread. The only solution
is to make a backup copy of the data in evidence storage device and apply
DEIC on it to prove its admissibility.
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Figure 3 Provability process.

5.2 Applying the Provability Process

The following section describes the evidence acquisition using our process in
detail. For demonstrating our approach, we only analyzed the types of evidence
most frequently acquired as evidence namely, Memory/Disk images, video,
audio, and images. We use the keyword BLOCK to refer to a single piece
of any evidence. Properties of this piece of evidence may differ with each
evidence type as highlighted below.

• Memory/Disk Image: Memory or Disk Image is a container which
consists of bit by bit copy of the physical or virtual memory and stored in
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forensic image format. For simplicity purpose, we call these contiguous
block memory as BLOCK itself.

• Audio File: WAV format is most used format by the forensic experts
mainly due to its uncompressed nature which makes analysis more
manageable. The WAV format consists of Chunks. So, here we use
BLOCK to refer to a single chunk.

• Video File: Digital video file are containers which consist of video data
in video coding format and audio in audio coding format. Any video is
a visual representation of moving images, and these images are called
frames. We refer to the interval of frames as a BLOCK.

• Image File: Image is mainly composed of pixels which are the smallest
element in them. We refer to the square matrix of these pixels as a BLOCK.

Earlier we established the unit for a slice for given evidence type; we further
demonstrate the means to apply this strategy to evidence. Our approach is
enumerated below and summarized in the Figure 4.

1. Identify the evidence type and format.
2. The blocks are identified from the evidence. E.g., if the image is the

acquired evidence, the pixel matrix is considered as a BLOCK
3. The complete hash of the evidence is taken
4. User inputs the BLOCK size. Say for an image, input matrix size,

i.e., p xq
5. The user chooses the hashing strategy [4]

(a) If the user chooses homogeneous hashing, the artifact is split into
pieces of same block size equally. These blocks are passed to the
hashing function to generate the digest

(b) If the user chooses heterogeneous hashing, the user further selects
the intervals to be hashed. Here we defined an interval to refer to an
aggregation of BLOCKS and aggregation of intervals is called as a
set. The hashing function then receives the interval from the set.

6. The forensics investigator inserts the context evidence into the DEIC
7. The pieces are hashed and signed using DEIC by the forensic examiner
8. The DEIC is stored on a disk or image along with the original digital

evidence.

The DEIC is unique to any digital evidence, and it acts as the key to proving
its verifiability during litigations. We can also argue that, if DEIC verification
is applied to a true copy of the digital evidence and return success, we can
attempt to claim its admissibility during court proceeding especially, if the
original gets corrupted.
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Figure 4 Evidence acquisition strategy.

5.3 Verifying the Integrity Process

In the section, we describe the process used for verification of the evidence
using the DEIC [5]. At this point, the examiner has the DEIC and the original
evidence in place.

The process is enumerated below and also summarized using Figure 5.

1. Verification of the DEIC using the PGP key of the forensic examiner

(a) If verification is successful, important information like block size,
interval sets, hash list, the overall hash is retrieved

(b) If failure; results in termination of the verification process
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Figure 5 Evidence verification strategy.
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2. Verify the overall hash of the evidence

(a) If the overall hash is a match which directly implies the validity of
the evidence and hence success status is returned

(b) If failure, then continue towards the verification of the sub-hash list
(c) The sub-hash verification process returns all the hash and corre-

sponding corrupted block.

6 Related Works

We believe this is the first of its kind proposal with attempts to formalize
the digital evidence provability using a well-known method of Block based
hashing. Che-Yen-Wen et al. [18], had proposed a method for digital image
analysis and authentication using md5 hashing on a digital image which would
further aid in its examination and analysis.Although Che-Yen work was aimed
at providing authentication but did not use piecewise hashing strategy. One
of the most popular work was done by Kornblum et al. [13], by proposing
a context triggered piecewise hashing (CPTH) to identify identical files,
which constructs hashing signatures by combining some traditional hashes
whose boundaries are determined by the context of the input. Kornblum’s
method is modified form of our piecewise hashing methods, where our
method aims at providing authentication and integrity and his method verified
similarity in files, however, both used piecewise hashing. Later Chen et al.
[2] proposed an improvement over Kornblum’s context piecewise hashing
wherein, he developed a Store-Hash and Rehash idea over the existing context
triggered piecewise hashing technique. Their experimental results show that
performance, speed and the ability of similarity detection of the new scheme
are better than CTPH. Later, Nickel et al. [3] proposed another variation of
Korn-blum’s method for biometric recognition, where he introduced a new
template protection method which works by applying cryptographic hash func-
tions in a piecewise manner on biometric feature vector. Their experimental
results indicate that the biometric performance of the method is close to the
biometric performance obtained without template protection. Breitinger et al.
[5] performed an analysis study on sdhash, a robust similarity preserving
digest algorithm based on piecewise hashing. His research uncovered design
errors within the fingerprint generation and other comparisons. They claim
sdhash to have inconsistencies between the specification of sdhash and its
implementation, which leads to unexpected results. Another research which
used piecewise hashing was done by Winter et al. [1] where they proposed
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a solution to solve time-consuming nature of hashing techniques used by
ss-deep and other fuzzy hashes. They base their strategy on n-grams contained
in the piecewise hash signatures, and it allows for answering similarity queries
very efficiently.

7 Future Works

In this proposal, we discussed only four evidence types, which include disk
image and media types (video, image, and audio). In the future works, the
scope of the DEIC and the proposed integrity provability process could be
extended to other digital artifacts collected through live or remote acquisition.
Another issue is storage and preservation of the digital evidence or its backup
which is considered by many, a costly practice.Asolution could be that, instead
of storing all the digital artifact, if one could identify and store only the critical
sections, we could save a lot of storage space. Moreover digital evidence like
in disk images often does not contain any relevant information for the case,
consequentially resulting in a waste of space for governmental digital storages.
We suggest that more study need to be done on the ad-missibility of critical
sections of digital evidence and we also believe that a standardized approach
to evidence provability such as our proposed, can be a good starting point for
a formal admissibility proof.

8 Conclusions

Forensic experts carry out a very complicated task when it comes to analyzing
digital artifact by making sure not to compromise the data contained in
them. This arrangement is often a challenging task which always required
expert care and handling. With our work, we have formalized the provability
process, we have tried to propose a new and efficient method for ensuring the
integrity of critical artifacts and its copies thereby guaranteeing their admis-
sibility in court. We also have introduced a certification process, DEIC which
is the condensed representation of all information which ensures integrity
and authenticity of the evidence. Given its advantages and effectiveness,
we believe our approach would mark a step towards strengthening evidence
integrity and its admissibility during litigation.
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